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found two ruinous mansions, one of which, the property of
Major Cheesman's guide Salih, lies in the midst of a charming
palm-grove but otherwise presented no feature of interest.
The other, known1 as Qasr 'Uwaida ibn Adhaiman, stands at
the junction of the two main palm-belts of the northern
section of the oasis—Al Ghubba to eastward belonging to two
prominent men of the Murra, Hamad ibn Nautan and Sa'ud
ibn Qurai', and Ummhat al Fasam to the west owned by
Faisal ibn Muradhdhaf and 'Aldh ibn 'Uzra of the Jabir
clan—and appears to have formed part of a very much larger
enclosure, whose foundations are clearly visible though
almost flush with the ground. The surviving walled en-
closure consists of an open courtyard with a dead and reed-
choked pool in its midst, while about a quarter of the space
is occupied by a square keep still in a fair state of preservation.
The southern section of the oasis, whose total length from
Qasr Umm al Ramad in the north to the most southerly
well of Hafair is about 12 miles in a straight line, is more
sparsely dotted with groves though some of them—for in-
stance that of Harbaqa belonging to one Ibn Juhaiyim of the
Jabir—are as rich and prosperous as any in the northern
sector. In this area the saline soil is more liable to the charac-
teristic subsidences known as Sarut (plural Sawarit), of which
I saw two good specimens. They were only a few feet in
diameter and not deeper than the shallow pools found all
over the oasis at a depth of two or three feet. In fact these
tiny crevasses seemed to me to be probably due to the collapse
of the surface covering by the evaporation of the underlying
water and the consequent drying up of the salt-impregnated
soil.
Along the western fringe of the oasis, indeed, I came upon
three extensive groups of curious dry saline mounds, which
are known as Jifdara (plural Jifadir) and which at the time
I imagined to be the result of something like the same'process
as is at work to this day to form such subsidences. Only in
the case of the Jifadir it occurred to me that they might
represent the relics of ancient palm-groves killed by the desic-
1 Named Qasr al Khirba by Major Cheesman. In Unknown Arabia,
p. 256. .

